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Battle Borgz is a multiplayer PvP and PvE battle game based on the Cardano
blockchain. Users can randomly mint their NFT tokens, then use them to battle
other players or trade them with other users. The game’s inbuilt currency is our
own native token: BORGZ. 

Our goal is to be one of the first play-to-earn projects to be live on the Cardano
main-net.  Battle Borgz will add extra utility to the CNFT space through both
gaming and tokenization, our timeline to achieve both of these successfully is the
end of Q2 2023.

We believe by this time the CNFT space will have developed immensely, and
utilities such as ours will no longer be an added bonus, but a necessity for new
projects. We plan to be among the first projects to implement both gamification
and tokenization to a high standard.

Overview

the Real World
CNFT users want more!  Play-to-earn helps connect users with Battle Borgz on an
advanced level.  Battle Borgz players can directly participate in battles and
demonstrate their skills while exploring the game system.

Our unique NFTs help players decide on their own diverse sets of characters both
in appearance and strength, increasing their ability to effectively defeat
opponents.

The game is free to play in casual mode, allowing a high number of users to
experience the game.  The ranked mode of the game enables players to earn the
BORGZ token and convert it into real world money, or spend BORGZ in game to
modify their gaming experience.

Our earliest community members provided our initial funding and decided the
price of our token at the time of our public sale.  Instead of trying to attract
funding from Venture Capital firms we preferred to be a community funded
project. We chose to spread our seed tokens amongst a possible 375 people
instead of a small number of investment firms, this has led to greater
decentralization and an engaged community.
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Battle Borgz NFTs grant access to the Battle Borgz game ranked modes, whereby
users can battle with/against other real players or fight against NPC opponents.
By having a Battle Borgz NFT in your Cardano wallet you can start to earn
$BORGZ simply through playing the game.

Each Battle Borg is a unique cyborg NFT minted on the Cardano blockchain, and
every NFT has a variety of different items and traits which will determine the
user's game experience. All of these traits have been layered using randomisation
software in order to create a complete collection of unique characters.

Our NFTs all start with the same base character to which different
accessories are added. 
Every character will have the following appearance traits: Metal
type, chest, primary weapon, secondary weapon, head and droid. 
 Some NFTs will have extra attributes such as droid and
background.

NFT design 

Battle Borgz NFTs

Base Character Appearance NFT 

Metal: Steel
Chest: Officer Armor

Secondary: Rebel Cutter
Primary: Shotgun
Head: Metal Face

Droid: None
Background: Red

NFT collections

Origins - Borg Corp. Cyborg NFTs.
Our Origins NFTs will be minted in waves across the lifespan of our project.
Each wave will have separate it's own policy ID and it's own unique appearance traits.

Origins V.1 - 2000 NFTs.

Resistance - Human NFTs, mixture of male and female characters.
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All Battle Borgz characters have a set of stats which determine their performance in
different areas of the game. 

Stats

Speed - The speed at which the character can move in game.
Health - Health points can be depleted by other players.
Armor - Protection against other players' attack damage.
Shields - Periods of invulnerability.

trading

Battle Borgz NFTs will be tradable on major Cardano NFT secondary marketplaces.  
Our collections will have verified policy IDs to prevent fraud.  

NFT

$BORGZ TOKEN

Users will be able to trade BORGZ token on decentralized exchanges.  We will
create a BORGZ/ADA liquidity pool using tokens allocated for liquidity and ADA
raised from token sales.  Users will be able to buy and sell BORGZ using this
liquidity pool, they will also be able to add liquidity if they so wish.

POLICies & royalties

Battle Borgz NFTs will have locked policy IDs, meaning that there will be a finite
amount of NFTs in each collection.  All Battle Borgz NFTs will have royalty tokens
minted to their policy IDs. Royalties will be set at 5% and funds received will be
used for the project's continued development and maintenance.
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Staking

All Battle Borgz NFTs will be eligible for our non-custodial staking service.  Holders
will connect their wallets with our staking mechanism and verify that they hold one
or more NFTs with our policy IDs.  These NFTs will start to accrue BORGZ tokens
which can be withdrawn by users as long as the NFT has been in their wallet for 30
days or more.

This method ensures there is no 'lockup' for our NFT staking and users are free to
list their NFT for sale should they wish.



Players will participate in real-time, multiplayer, top-down camera view battles of
up to 10 players at a time. The MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena) game
genre lends itself very well to play to earn gaming. Fast paced battles mean more
chances to earn, and Cardano’s low fees allow for easy in-game purchases and
withdrawals of funds.

Casual Mode - Free to play, ideal for practice and a good introduction to the game.
No Battle Borgz NFTs are needed to play casual mode, a small one-time BORGZ
reward after victory is given to encourage use of ranked mode.
Ranked Mode - A Battle Borgz NFT is needed to play ranked mode. Players are
rewarded with BORGZ for winning their battles.

Player Versus Player - Casual / Ranked
Players participate in real time battles of up to 5 vs 5. The aim is to defeat your
opponents using teamwork and your character's stats and items to your
advantage.
Player Versus Environment - Casual / Ranked
Players defeat waves of different types of enemies until reaching the boss
character. Defeat the boss to win the game.

Game Mechanics

There are lots of different weapons available in the game.  There are both
primary and secondary weapons, with a mixture of projectile and melee to
choose from.  Weapons have different abilities, for example weapons can slow
an enemy's movement speed, increase your health or shoot multiple projectiles
at the same time.  Weapons can be upgraded to increase their power and level.

Weapons

Items

Players can use special items to increase their chances of winning their battles.

Armor boost - increases the character's armor.
Healing potion - regains health points.
Movement boost - increases the character's movement speed.
Bomb - an area of effect damage item.
Shield - grants invulnerability for a limited period.
Rocket - a powerful special attack.
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Quests

Players have the option to complete daily quests.  Quests will involve completing
actions in the game and will provide benefits such as BORGZ tokens and
upgrades to weapons/items.  Quests include activities such as defeating a boss,
participating in a certain amount of battles or using and upgrading certain items.

Battle Points

As well as receiving BORGZ tokens for achieving victories in game, players will
also receive Battle Points.  Battle Points are used for the Battle Borgz
achievement system, points are given to players who win battles and complete
quests, the highest ranked achievers will be able to receive special Battle Borgz
NFTs.

Upgrades

Weapons and items can be upgraded by players.  Upgrades can be gained
through using BORGZ tokens and completing quests.  Upgrading a weapon or
item will increase the effectiveness, such as higher damage and quicker reload
speeds.

Scout - Increases movement speed.
Heavy - Increases armor.
Sniper - Increases accuracy.
Weapons Specialist - Increases weapon damage.
Explosives Specialist - Increases explosive item damage.

Skins

Players can choose to use different character skins in order to change their
gaming experience.  Skins will change the character's appearance and
performance in different ways, for example:
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The BORGZ token is a Cardano Native token and the native asset of the Battle
Borgz game.  Players earn BORGZ through playing the game and winning battles.  
BORGZ can be converted to ADA and then converted to FIAT currency.  BORGZ
can also be spent in game to purchase upgrades and special items.

Cardano blockchain infrastructure is expanding rapidly and native tokens are
becoming more widely known and used, unlike ERC-20 tokens that are based on
Ethereum smart contracts; the tracking and accounting of custom tokens on
Cardano is supported by the ledger natively. Users are able to send, receive, and
burn their tokens without paying the often high transaction fees required on other
blockchains.  The Cardano Native token model works well for play-to-earn games,
allowing for small transactions to be made in-game with minimal fees.

The longer you hold your Battle Borgz NFTs, the more BORGZ you will acquire, as
all NFTs will accrue BORGZ tokens over time. The majority of BORGZ tokens will
belong to end users, these tokens will continue to be released into circulation and
gradually standardized in an incentive mechanism designed to stimulate players'
motivation to earn the token.

$BORGZ staking is currently available through the kick.io platform.  Users can
stake their BORGZ for a 6 month period and receive 14% APR.

In the future we intend to set up our own staking system for those who want to
avoid the use of third party custodians of BORGZ tokens.

$BORGZ token

NFTs and BORGZ
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Tokenomics

Battle Borgz tokenomics implement layers of incentive mechanisms, DeFi
effective engines and regulatory tools in a token circulation looping system.

When this tokenomics cyclic system is in operation, the increase in demand for
token circulation should outpace the supply. This growth engine has been
installed in the Battle Borgz tokenomics system to ensure stability and growth
for the BORGZ token and game ecosystem as a whole.

Token cycle
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Token allocation
Allocation Tokens % Price ₳

Seed

Whitelist
Public

Team & Advisors

Play to Earn

Airdrops

Liquidity

Total Supply

75,000,000,000

75,000,000,000

200,000,000,000

350,000,000,000

150,000,000,000

80,000,000,000

1,000,000,000,000

70,000,000,000

7.5

7

20

35

15

8

7.5

0.0000002336

0.0000004672

0.0000007

The Seed Sale BORGZ token price has been pre-determined by our community on
the 19/02/2022.  A minimum price of 0.0000002 ADA / BORGZ was set, however
our community chose to raise the price by paying extra ADA for their tokens.

The Whitelist Sale price was calculated by multiplying the average Seed Sale price
by 2, a price of 0.0000004672 / BORGZ.

The Public Sale price has been calculated by multiplying the average Seed Sale price
by 3, a price of 0.0000007 / BORGZ.  This sale has taken place via the KICK.io
Cardano launchpad and BORGZ staking is now available on the KICK.io platform.

To our knowledge, we were the first Cardano project to use this method for a token
sale.  We let our early community decide the valuation of our initial token and
therefore the project as a whole.  This initial offering sets the tone for our project, we
believe that play-to-earn games are an opportunity for people to see financial
returns for doing something that they enjoy. For that reason, we decided to
distribute our earliest tokens to those who saw value in our game in its earliest
phases.

$BORGZ TOKEN SALES
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vesting

Team tokens are locked until 17/02/2023, one year from our Seed Sale. After this,
tokens will be released to team members in 10% increments each month.



$BORGZ seed & whitelist sales.
$BORGZ token public launchpad sale.
HUD development.
Origins 3D character development.
$BORGZ staking.
Origins character animation.
Official NFT release date and verified status on marketplaces.

Battle Borgz Origins minting commences.
A Limited edition Battle Borgz NFT release.
Further 3D character and animation development.
Further game environment development.
PvP development.

Minting continues.
Item and skins 3D object development.
UI development.
Further PvP game development.
Alpha testing.

Resistance character development and further NFT minting.
Marketplace development.
$BORGZ integration with game.
Beta testing.
Continued development.

PHASE 1 - Q1 & Q2 2022

PHASE 2 - Q3 & Q4 2022

PHASE 3 - Q1 & Q2 2023

PHASE 4 - Q3 & Q4 2023

Roadmap
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Nick Stewart - Founder and Project Manager.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/borgz-nick/

Nick has experience in event management and has been researching and following
the development of blockchain projects since 2020, with a specific interest in
game-fi projects and Cardano DApps.  He is managing the overall development of
the project and interacting with our community via our social media channels.

Cardano is a rapidly growing blockchain in terms of transaction numbers, unique
wallet holders and number of dApps operating and being developed. Cardano’s
Play to Earn sector needs to match both the rapid growth of the overall blockchain
as well as the wider Play to Earn space across other blockchains.

By the end of 2021, statistics by the Blockchain Gaming Alliance showed that Play
to Earn gaming is a growing industry. The amount of Unique Active Wallets linked
to gaming dApps is up to 1.4 million, almost 50% of the entire gaming sector's
overall activity. Of this portion, in-game NFTs represented over 20% of the total
$23 billion NFT trading volume for the year.

Cardano is the ideal blockchain for GameFi projects to be developing and
operating on, due to low transaction fees and high levels of security. Despite this it
seems the chain is relatively lacking in high quality Play to Earn games when
compared to other chains. By being part of the Cardano Play to Earn space we can
both improve the gaming experience of our users, and contribute to the
development and improvement of a blockchain that we believe has huge global
implications.

Why CARDANO?

The founder
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Storyline

The year is 2321, mechanical organ transplants have become standard medical
practice and have saved the lives of countless humans.  A new age of human
advancement is beginning, it seems suffering is about to become a thing of the
past.

As so often happens, things intended for good become tainted by humanity's
greed and quest for power.  The BORG Corp. engineers new mechanical
transplants not intended to save lives, but to end them.  These dangerous new
weapons are marketed as being solely for self-defense, but grow increasingly
outlandish and unnecessarily powerful.  Before long, people are replacing their
brains with "superior" BORG Corp. tech. 

Obsessed with scientific advancement and his own warped view of progress, the
chief bio-tech scientist at BORG Corp. develops a malicious script to hijack these
artificial brains and turn them against humanity forever.  Those who were formerly
ordinary members of society become intent on the destruction of humans without
any mechanical enhancements.

Humans are slaughtered, now only a small resistance remains.  This group of
defiant warriors stay in the shadows, waiting for their time to fight back against
the army of Borgz now in control of the planet that was once theirs.

Several Borg clans fight for supremacy, battling each other for a chance to be
honoured for eternity and rewarded for their efforts in the arena.

Origins

TO BE CONTinUED...
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legal disclaimer
You agree that should you choose to acquire Battle Borgz NFTs or the BORGZ fungible token,
you are acquiring them to play and use within the Battle Borgz game ecosystem.  This White
Paper document, and any information contained within battleborgz.com or Battle Borgz social
media channels are for general informational purposes and do not constitute an offer for
securities, a solicitation for investment or an offer to sell any product or assets (digital or
otherwise).  This information does not constitute or imply any element of a contractual
relationship between any parties.

You acknowledge that any statements made within this White Paper are subject to change and
should not be relied upon as a promise, or obligation on the part of Battle Borgz and the Battle
Borgz team.  The information set out herein and within battleborgz.com is not legally binding
and is intended for community discussion.

By accessing this White Paper or battleborgz.com you shall be deemed to represent and
warrant to the Battle Borgz company and team as follows:

a. In any decision to acquire a Battle Borgz NFT or any amount of the BORGZ fungible token you
shall not rely on any statement set out in this Whitepaper or within battleborgz.com.

b. You shall ensure compliance with all laws, regulatory requirements and restrictions applicable
to you.

c. You agree that Battle Borgz NFTs and the BORGZ fungible token may have no value, and that
there is no guarantee of value. Battle Borgz NFTs and tokens are not an investment product and
are not intended for any speculative investment whatsoever.

d. The Battle Borgz company or team shall not be responsible for or liable for the value of Battle
Borgz NFTs or the BORGZ fungible token, or the availability for any market for any tokens
through third parties or otherwise.

e. You acknowledge, understand and agree that you are not eligible to participate in the
distribution of Battle Borgz tokens if you are a citizen, national, resident, domiciliary and/or
green card holder of a geographic area or country (i) where the distribution of Battle Borgz
tokens would be construed as the sale of a security, financial service or investment product
and/or (ii) where participation in token distributions is prohibited by applicable law, decree or
regulation.

f. You acknowledge, understand and agree that any interaction between yourself and secondary
marketplaces in regards to Battle Borgz tokens shall be completely independent of the Battle
Borgz company or team, and shall be subject to the terms and conditions of said secondary
marketplaces.
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Battle Borgz NFTs and BORGZ tokens are designed to be utilised within the Battle Borgz game
ecosystem, and that is the goal of the Battle Borgz token distribution. In particular, it is highlighted
that Battle Borgz non-fungible and fungible tokens:

a. Do not have any physical or tangible manifestation, and do not have any intrinsic value.

b. Are non-refundable and cannot be exchanged for cash or any payment obligation by the Battle
Borgz company or team.

c. Are not intended to be a representation of money (including electronic money), security,
commodity, bond, debt instrument or any other kind of financial instrument or investment.

d. Do not provide the token holder with any share, ownership or interest in the Battle Borgz
company or any affiliates.

e. Do not provide the token holder with any rights to receive access to accounts, or any other
financial information.  Nor do they provide rights to any involvement in Battle Borgz company
decisions, meetings or any other aspect of the company.

No Guarantees or Future Promises
 
While the Battle Borgz Team has released a roadmap outlining future goals and plans for
community development, we cannot guarantee to accomplish every item outlined during the pre-
launch planning phase as ideas and projects evolve organically. You agree that your purchase of a
Battle Borgz NFT is all you are guaranteed to receive with your purchase, whether through primary
or secondary channels. Any future benefits are ancillary to this purchase and not to be taken into
consideration with your initial purchase. You agree that you are not relying on any future
commitments by The Battle Borgz Team in participating in our NFT sales.

All statements contained herein shall be applied to any future statements made by the Battle Borgz
company or team.

Should this White Paper or legal disclaimer be translated into any other language, the English
language version shall prevail.
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